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IMMEDIATE HEXI INFO DIR CITE WAVE 8963
RYBAT DYVOUR PBRUMEN AMSTONE COMMO
REF DIR 88200 A

1. COMMO INSTRUCTOR MARTIN C. TARTERS (P) IDEN TRAVELING IN
ALIAS ALEXANDER D. ONACK ARRIVING GUEST FLIGHT 411 AFTERNOON 11 DEC.
NELSON L. RAYNOCK (P) TRAVELING TRUE NAME ON SAME FLIGHT ORDER
CARRY THROUGH CUSTOMS CONNO EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR TRAINING
AMSTONE-1.

2. TARTERS PLANS STAY D'ALARCON HOTEL. PLS HAVE SUCHARA MEET
TARTERS AT D'ALARCON IN LOBBY AT 1600 ON 11 DEC.

3. PLS GIVE RAYNOCK ENVELOPES RECEIVED FROM NEXIT PER REF
HEXI 7306 A ENVELOPE ADDRESSES TO BODEVIG NOT FOR WAVE AND SUGGEST
NEXIT-3 MAIL THIS FROM NEXIT. IF N-3 WOULD LIKE WAVE MAIL FROM
MIAMI, WILL BE GLAD TO DO SO.

SECRET

CS COMMENT: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THOUGH INDICATOR TYPIC USED.
***FOA NOT REQUIRED PER C51-F 10-5 SECTION 1B, ON AMSTONE-1.